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M I S S I O N  S TAT E M E N T :M I S S I O N  S TAT E M E N T :M I S S I O N  S TAT E M E N T :M I S S I O N  S TAT E M E N T :

OUR GROWTH SINCE 2017OUR GROWTH SINCE 2017OUR GROWTH SINCE 2017OUR GROWTH SINCE 2017

V I S IO N  S TAT E M E N T :V I S IO N  S TAT E M E N T :V I S IO N  S TAT E M E N T :V I S IO N  S TAT E M E N T :

Since 2017, our dedicated team has been on an incredible journey of growth and success. 
Here, we present a selection of our achievements

 that showcase our remarkable growth and achievements.

2 MILLION
products sold in a country

with population 
of less than 2 million 

2.OOO
minutes of 2d animated

content produced

80+ MILLION
views on Youtube

and over 80K subscribers

Our dedicated publishing department put in relentless e�ort
to create engaging educational content that combines fun and learning.

100+ 100.000 50.000
educational books, 

picture books, activities 
and coloring books

copies sold from
“Bibi’s Fairy Tales”

edition

copies sold from
“Learning with

Bibi & Bobi” edition

52
episodes of 

“Bibi’s
Fairy Tales”

500
minutes of

2D animated
educational

content

3
short movies
2D animation

100.000
cinema

tickets sold

Our merchandise section is a world of excitement, joy and endless fun.
It has always been the favorite stop for our young audience.

1 MILLION 500.000 100.000
stickers sold from

“Bibi’s World”
sticker album

Bibot toys sold 
from collectible

robots game

plushies and
toys sold

Nurturing Early Learning and Imagination.

Inspiring Joyful Growth and Discovery.
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Meet

Meet

likes &
dislikes:
favorite

color:
sport:

school:
best friend:

pets:
mission:

likes: her family & friends, animals, nature
dislikes: injustice, discrimination
yellow, always wears 
a yellow dress
football and karate
goes to 1st grade
Bobby
Zazzy
protect the forest
& it’s residents

likes &
dislikes:

sport:

school:
best friend:

pets:
hobbies:

mission:

likes: football, adventures, nature
dislikes: broccoli, 
football, he is very famous 
football player in his neighborhood
goes to 1st grade
Bibi
Zina
innovation, building things in his lab, 
he built a robot-friend, the R1 robot
have fun, try new exciting things

birthplace:
superpowers:

Planet Zaz
can control the wind

birthplace:
superpowers:

Planet Zaz
can control time
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Bibi and the giants

Bibi and the animals

Bibi meets three messy giants who never clean their cave because they think it’s a woman’s job. 
Imagine that! Bibi teaches the giants that hygiene is very important and helps them come back 
to their original home. This is one of our audience’s favorite tales. 

Bibi goes to visit her friends, but the Enchanted Forest seems empty! Apparently, everyone 
is hiding because of the Hunter. Bibi calls her friends the bees to chase the Hunter from the 
forest. This is a story in which Bibi teaches children to love animals and to respect nature. 
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Santa Claus from planet Zaz

Bibi, Bobby and the chocolate house

When our Santa gets sick right before Christmas Eve, he calls for help from a Santa Claus 
from another planet. This episode is a Christmas present for the children. It is an origin 
story, where we learn how Bibi got her pet Zazzy, who is a creature from planet Zaz. 

It is a take on the classic Hansel and Gretel tale. In this tale, our friends Bibi and Bobby 
teach us how to be careful and help each other when needed, but also not to be greedy. 
“Never take what doesn’t belong to you, especially not without asking first” – advises Bibi. 
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Bibi, Bobby and the dragon

Bibi and the magic pencil

Bibi and Bobby are arguing over how to tell the story of the baby dragon and mama dragon. In 
the end, they agree to tell the story together. Everything is better when it’s done in unity. 

While exploring his garage, Bobby stumbles upon a giant magical pencil. It turns out 
that a giant was trapped inside this pencil and Bobby saves him from the spell. This 
story teaches children that it’s not good to lie. 
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The most unusual day, Bibi’s birthday

The monster of Lake Ohrid

All the animals and creatures from the Enchanted Forest organize a surprise birthday 
party for Bibi. On their way to the party, they meet Luna the fairy. This episode talks 
about the importance of friendship.

Bibi and Bobby are on summer vacation. One afternoon, there by the beach, they meet the 
sweetest, nicest and shyest monster. An ecological episode where Bibi teaches children to 
preserve our natural environment.
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The little witch

Oh, what a first school day

The wicked witch is back! And this time she’s not alone, she has an assistant – a little witch named 
Fee. Fee is so gentle that she cannot cast any evil spells. She will even turn one giant cockroach 
into… a sweet little kitten! Ooooh, that makes the wicked witch very angry! 

For her first day of school, Bibi receives a magical gift from her grandma: the Book of 
Knowledge! Bibi and Bobby learn that each book is magical and hides precious information 
inside. 
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The hidden valley

The naughty egg

Bibi and Bobby find a horsey, which turns out to be a unicorn without a horn. Frustrated by 
being different, Alfey ran away from home. Bibi and Bobby help him get back and understand 
that we’re all special in some way, and that we shouldn’t mock others if they are different.

During a trip to the mountain, Bibi and Bobby stumble upon a very strange, giant egg. 
Who would’ve suspected that dinosaurs have survived inside this volcano? Dino, the newly 
hatched dinosaur is very playful. He learns why we should always listen to the elders.
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Oh, what a guest

The great new year’s space adventure

Dino’s parents have to go to a dinosaurs’ conference, so they leave Dino for babysitting at 
Bibi’s house. With a small dinosaur at home, what could possibly go wrong? This episode 
teaches children how to behave when we are at someone else’s home.

It is New Year’s Eve. Zazzy is sad, he misses his friends and family. To cheer him up, Bibi and Bobby 
arrange an intergalactic journey. When they arrive to planet Zaz, they team up with Zina, and using 
their superpowers they save Zazzians from the space pirates. 
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The secrets of planet Zaz

Zina, Zazzy and the planet Earth

Bibi, Bobby, Zazzy and Santa Claus from Zaz arrive at the planet Zaz. But there are no zazzians 
at the planet. What happened? A female zazzian named Zina meets them, she managed to escape 
while the other zazzians were captured by the evil space pirates. 

Zazzy and Zina can’t understand many things on planet Earth so Bibi and Bobby have to 
teach them a lot of things - from how to be careful in traffic, to the fact that we shouldn’t 
take other people’s things without asking first.
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The return to dinosaurs’ oasis

The magic pearl

Bibi and Bobby are going to visit Dino the dinosaur. But sometimes things don’t go as 
planned. A devastating earthquake shakes the magic forest and the entrance to the oasis is 
closed! This is finally a chance for Dino to become the hero and save the day!

It is another nice and sunny day in the Enchanted Forest. Dessie is playing in the forest pond 
and finds a huge and miraculous pearl. She decides to keep the pearl, but… suddenly everything 
gets dark and giant waves rise in the pond. Luckily, Bibi and Bobby are there to help. 
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The robot R1

The rainbow waterfall

What is that? Did Bobby really make a robot? With the help of Zina, Zazzy and Bobby,  
the robot R1 comes to life and starts doing incredible things. Not only has it turned Bobby’s 
garage into a super-equipped laboratory, but it has also opened a time travelling portal! 

What’s happened in the hidden valley? Why are the unicorns worried? Oooh, the rainbow 
that always stood above the great waterfall of the valley has been stolen! Bibi, Bobby and 
Alfey embark on an underground journey to solve the mystery of the stolen rainbow. 
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The gifts from planet Zaz

Theft in the museum

Santa Claus from Zaz comes to visit Bibi, Bobby, Zina and Zazzy on New Year’s Eve and 
brings presents for everyone! But, who’s hiding behind the gift bags? Will Bibi and Bobby 
have uninvited guests? 

While Bibi and her friends prepare to visit the Museum of Natural History, when the alarm 
goes off. It appears that the three Zazzians from the previous episode have stolen an 
important artefact from the Museum. But why would they do that? 
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Interplanetary chase

Forest fire

It appears that the artefact the Zazzians stole is an important relic. Bibi and Bobby are 
attacked by the space pirates and have to run. R1 creates interplanetary portals that 
transport them to various planets, but unfortunately, his GPS is out of order...

Somebody has set the Enchanted Forest on fire! Everyone helps to put out the fire and Bibi, 
Bobby and Fee investigate who’s is behind this. 
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Where is the black cat

The fairy meadow

Oh, no! Where is Fee’s black kitty? It went chasing a butterfly and got lost. Fee is worried, 
but Bibi and Bobby are here to help. 

Luna invites Bibi and Bobby to join her on an interesting trip to the fairy meadow. Bibi 
and Bobby are curious to learn more about the meadow and they meet Medenka the bee 
who will save Bobby when he gets in trouble.
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The lion that didn’t want to be a king

The hardworking sloth

Bibi and Bobby meet a young lion named Leo who has no interest in ruling the animal kingdom. 
They embark on a heartwarming adventure to discover Leo’s true passion and help him find his 
place in the world. 

In this episode, Bibi and Bobby, meet a determined sloth named Mikey. Contrary to the 
common perception of sloths, Mikey is on a mission to work as hard as possible. His lazy mom 
and dad are not very happy that their only son is different than other sloths.
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The master of snow follies

The secret of the cave

A wonderful, magical, snowy adventure with Bibi, Bobby and an incredible, fantastic,  
or rather snowy - snowman! This episode shows that dreams do come true if you really  
make a wish from your heart.

Bibi and Bobby spend their winter break in the mountains: skiing, sledding, and playing in the 
snow. But after discovering a cave hidden in the snow, their incredible adventure begins - in the 
hidden town of Frostville, where unusual residents await them, along with some old friends... 
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Jemail’s mine

Zizi the giraffe

Bibi and Bobby discover a cave on the magical mountain. But here’s a surprise: the cave is 
not a cave, it’s a mine, and inside lives a lonely, digging gnome named Jemail. Suddenly one of 
Jemail’s rubins is missing and he runs towards Bibi and Bobby blaming them for robbery.

Bibi and Bobby meet their new friend, the baby giraffe Zizi. She is a sweet, talkative 
creature full of information and ideas. Maybe even too much...
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Forest-vision

Bibi, Bobby and the desert Tobby

The animals gather for the great Forestvision, a singing contest. 
All participants compete to get the cup made of honey.

In this episode the adventurous siblings team up to explore the desert Tobby. As they 
navigate the desert Bobby begins to fool around. As he climbs up one of the pyramids, a giant 
claw catches him….
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The glasses of Ealyn the owl

Boo the vampire

Bibi and Bobby join in an adventure to help Ealyn, a wise old owl, find his lost glasses. As they 
solve the mystery, the trio discovers the value of resourcefulness and empathy, showcasing 
how working together can lead to unexpected discoveries and heartwarming connections.

In this episode Bibi and Bobby meet a friendly vampire named Boo. Through humorous and 
enlightening interactions, they debunk common misconceptions and embrace the importance 
of understanding differences. This episode emphasizes friendship and acceptance.
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The last firefly

The magic drum

In this episode, Bibi and Bobby embark on a heartfelt journey to witness the appearance 
of the last firefly of the season. They explore the beauty of nature’s fleeting moments and 
learn about the importance of cherishing and preserving the world around them. 

Bibi and Bobby, along with Fee and Boo, set off on a magical spring adventure. They form 
a team with a very important mission. Can they defeat the wicked witch and bring spring 
back to the beautiful place Galichnik?
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Ask away, don’t go astray: Sun

Ask away, don’t go astray: Air

In this captivating episode of “Bibi and Bobby,” the inquisitive duo teams up with Bibi’s 
father, Tino, to unravel the mysteries of the Sun. Tino leads them on an educational 
adventure, delving into the Sun’s significance as the center of our solar system. 

In this episode of “Bibi and Bobby,” they engage in an exploration of the concept of 
“air” with Bibi’s father, Tino. Tino takes them on an educational journey, explaining the 
importance of air, its composition, and how it surrounds us invisibly.
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Ask away, don’t go astray: Ostrich

Ask away, don’t go astray: Rainbow

This episode delves into the intriguing world of ostriches. From their impressive speed to 
their complex social structures, discover the captivating story of the ostrich.

In this episode Bibi and Bobby, along with Bibi’s father Tino, embark on a colorful adventure 
to learn about rainbows. Guided by Tino’s expertise, they delve into the science behind these 
mesmerizing optical phenomena. 
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Ask away, don’t go astray: Moon

Ask away, don’t go astray: Diamond

In this episode, Bibi and Bobby eagerly turn to Bibi’s father to unravel the mysteries of the 
moonlight. They learn about lunar phases, the moon’s influence on tides, and the cultural 
significance of moonlit nights. 

In this episode, Bibi and Bobby embark on a fascinating journey into the world of diamonds.
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Mum Ann’s recipes: Rainbow Pancakes

Mum Ann’s recipes: Sandwiches

In “Mama Ana’s Recipes: Rainbow Pancakes,” Bibi and Bobby cook pancakes with Bibi’s 
mother Ana. With her guidance, the children learn the secrets of making delicious pancakes 
in the colors of the rainbow. 

In the “Mum Ana’s Recipes: Sandwiches – Little Humans” episode, Bibi and Bobby team 
up with Bibi’s mother, Ana, to create a fun and imaginative lunch. Using a variety of 
ingredients, they craft sandwiches that resemble playful little humans. 
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Mum Ann’s recipes: Fruit shapes
In this episode of “Mum Ana’s Recipes”, the children join Bibi’s mother Ana in the kitchen 
for a delightful cooking session. With Ana’s guidance, they transform fresh fruits into 
playful and nutritious shapes. 
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BIBI’S WORLD
Production | Publishing | Education

If you would like to obtain more details concerning translation rights,  
request review copies, or join our catalog mailing list, feel free to contact us.  

We would be happy to assist you and provide the necessary information you need.

For further details about our books, videos, and merchandise, 
be sure to visit our website and YouTube channel. 
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